HOCKEY SONG

Choreography: Darolyn Pchajek - darolyn@daretoclog.com
Level: Beginner's
Wait 16 beats
CD: How to Find & Fascinate a Mistress
Available for download on iTunes

PART A (16 beats)

Triple Loop (turn ½ right)  DS  DS(xif)  DS  Loop (turn ½ right)  Step
L  R  L  R  R

Chain Left  DS  RS  RS  RS
L  RL  RL  RL

Snake in the Grass  DS  Heel Twist (toes lt to rt)  Step  Rock Twist (heel lt to ri)  Step  Heel Twist (toes left to right)  Step
R  L  R  L  R  L  R

Fancy Double  DS  DS  RS  RS
L  R  LR  LR

Repeat all steps to the front

PART B (16 beats)

3 Rocking Chairs  DS  Br Up  DS  RS  DS  Br Up  DS  RS  DS  Br Up  DS  RS
(turn ¼ left on 1st & 3rd)  L  R  R LR  L  R  R LR  L  R  R LR

Walk the Dog  DS  DS  Heel  Heel  RS
L  R  L  R  LR

Repeat all steps to the front

CHORUS (32 beats)

2 Irish Triples  Step  Step  Step  RS  Step  Step  Step  RS
L  R  L  RL  R  L  R  LR

Samantha  DS  DS(xif)  Drag  Step  Drag  Step  RS  DS  DS  RS
L  R  R  L  L  R  LR  L  R  LR

Repeat both steps

PART A - Triple Loop (turn ½ right), Chain, Snake in the Grass, Fancy Double, Repeat to front

CHORUS - 2 Irish Triples, Samantha, Repeat both steps

PART B - 3 Rocking Chairs (turn ¼ left on 1st & 3rd), Walk the Dog, Repeat all steps to front

CHORUS* - 2 Irish Triples, Samantha (turn ½ right), Repeat 3 more times to front